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About This Content

The Charlie Santa Heist is the first annual OVERKILL Xmas heist for PAYDAY 2 and lets players do a classic bank job -
robbing the GO Bank, based on a map from Counterstrike: Global Offensive, in the outskirts of Washington D.C. This heist was

a part of update 20 and is completely free for our players.

This heist is completely free for our players and also introduces a free weapon sight and - of course - a Santa mask for the
community. Merry Xmas!
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Key Features

•A new heist available for free – The Charlie Santa heist is based on a popular map from Counterstrike: Global Offensive. It's
a classic bank job; break the vault, empty the deposit boxes and get the loot out. Simple, no? If all hell breaks lose, Bain has a
pretty creative plan to get the money from the scene. We're also told that this branch has the lowest hit-rate in the country. It's

time to change that.

•A free weapon modification – The PAYDAY 2 community can enjoy a new gift from Gage the arms dealer. This time he
gives the gang something for free because of the release of the weapon pack not so long ago. The weapon modification is a

weapon sight which will come in handy when and if snipers appear.

•A free Santa mask for anyone who joins the Official PAYDAY 2 group on Steam – Wondered how it feels to rob a bank
wearing a Santa mask? No need to – find out by joining the Official PAYDAY 2 group on Steam and get to robbing!
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•Nine new achievements to unlock – Players will have nine all-new Xmas related achievements to unlock.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: The Charlie Santa Heist
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:13 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian
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It's lit fam. How to successfully stealth this mission
1) ECM
2) Kill all cameras and guards
3) Pray that you got all the cameras
4) Kill all the civs
5) Pray that GenSec don't send officers for a check in
6) Kill all the civs that appear
So sneaky.. Nice DLC :). Thanks for killing what used to be a great game overkill... What we have

PAYDAY 2 - simulator DLC (pay for buy game, pay for play game, always pay for new DLC)

OVERPOTATO's The Walking Dead - (totally scum, all money spend to CGI movies, trailers, no to game, buy s*** game by
price AAA game, get potato where need pay money for play game) i think he wanted create new simulator DLC, did not work
out! Game closed & deleted from steam, consoles versions canceled.

Overkills\\Starbreezee - please don't come back to game industry. Happy defolt for your studio!. Hang on, this is free! Why can
I make a review about it!?

Oh well, here's a generic pros and cons list

PROS

Based on the CS:GO map "Bank"

Charlie Santa is litterally CS, the map name is GO bank, CS:GO

A fun, challenging heist

The plane is very satisfying when it picks up your bundle of bags

Christmas trees

Presents with assets in them will have the tops fly open when you approach them

Achievements are fun to accomplish, like Eco Round and All Eggs in one Basket
CONS

Snipers can be annoying if you have a pack of not that accurate weapons

SWATs on the neighboring buildings can catch you off guard

That SWAT Turret

1% chance of the vault already being open is, in my opinion, too rare.. yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees. Wait, I paid extra for
the GOTY edition and they include free updates as part of the content I'm receiving? This is a complete scam,
along with the other mountain of DLC (which WASN'T included in the GOTY edition) and microtransactions.
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